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strategies for chronic pain

D M Justins

This article on management strategies for
chronic pain will not reveal new drugs, new
techniques, new nerve blocks, and new
methods of neuroablation. Unfortunately
improved understanding of the pathophysiology of pain has not been reflected by major
improvements in the clinical management of
many categories of chronic pain, and
difficulties remain for a significant group of
patients, many of whom may be seen by rheu-

matologists.
One major advance has been the adoption of
a biopsychosocial perspective, and the
accompanying article by Large emphasises that
the psychological dimensions of chronic pain
become more important with increasing
chronicity, whether or not organic disease is
present. This realisation has led to the development of psychological management strategies
and, when appropriate, has allowed treatment
to be directed away from the traditional search
for a "cause and a cure". Macrae et al have
stated that today's major challenge is changing
doctors' perception of pain and methods of
treatment, not just among pain clinicians but in
the wider medical community.'
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Evidence based medicine
The modern reader might be atnused by 19th
century pain management strategies such as
metallotherapy, blue light rays, audioanalgesia,
and mesmerism. What will the next century
make of some of the methods in use in the
1990s when treatments are still being
introduced into practice before adequate
evaluation? Initial case reports advertise methods which gain a firm foothold in the
mythology of pain management before
controlled trials are conducted.
To justify continued use of any treatment we
must have positive evidence of a positive effect
derived from randomised controlled trials or
from systematic reviews of published reports.
Clinicians who manage chronic pain need to
accept that validity should be based on
scientific rigour rather than on the reputation
or seniority of authors. There is an urgent need
to improve the methods by which surgery and
high technology methods are evaluated.2
The Cochrane Collaboration has proposed a
scheme to prepare and maintain systematic, up

cal appraisal of published reports so as to
distinguish useful from useless or even harmful
treatment.4 The randomised controlled trial is
a cornerstone of critical appraisal.4 Application
of these guidelines to pain management reveals
a paucity of evidence for many popular
treatments at a time when the formulation of
everything from individual therapy to broad
health policy should be based on the evidence
of scientific research.
The relevance of much of the published
research in chronic pain is greatly diminished
by the failure to use standard entry and
outcome criteria. The IASP classification of
chronic pain provides standard descriptions of
chronic pain syndromes and standard
definitions of pain terms.5 Even in the clinical
setting the selection of optimal therapy is
impeded by the difficulties in assessing
outcome.6

Despite all these shortcomings in the hard
science of pain management, there are many
practitioners who feel that the often desperate
state of these patients is enough to justify the
use of treatments on a trial and error basis for
individual patients. Research into the management of chronic pain is not particularly easy.
Many patients with chronic pain have complex
symptomatology and are receiving multimodal
therapy, so it may be difficult to design double
blind, placebo controlled trials to disentangle
the effect on the symptoms of the different
components of the therapy. This is not to suggest that we should not try!

Appropriateness of care
Assessing the appropriateness of various
strategies is a major problem in the
management of chronic pain.7 Management
may sometimes be unhelpful or even harmful.
Pither and Nicholas examined 89 patients
attending a pain management programme and
reported that 66% were receiving inappropriate analgesics, 54% were given inappropriate
sedatives and tranquillisers, 60% had been
overinvestigated, 70% had been given inappropriate explanations oftheir pain, 61% had been
encouraged to rest, and 40% had been referred
to a psychiatrist.8
Chronic pain is a complex multidimensional
problem and there is not a single pathoto date reviews of all the relevant randomised physiological mechanism. All chronic pains are
controlled trials in particular medical fields.' not the same. Patients with the same apparent
Sackett et al have suggested guidelines for criti- cause can present with very different pains and
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Table 1
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General principles for chronic pain management

with

different cognitive and behavioural
Lack of understanding of all the
mechanisms renders selection of treatments
more difficult, but some general principles are
suggested in table 1.

very
responses.

Medication
The multiplicity of neurochemicals and receptors types involved in nociception suggest
Prevention of chronic pain
A small trial reported by Bach et al in 1988 many potential targets and these are discussed
provided a tantalising suggestion that in the accompanying article by Dray. The
preoperative epidural blocks could prevent the advances in the basic sciences promised exiting
development of postamputation pains.9 new targeted analgesics but these new weapons
Jahangiri et al have shown that perioperative have not materialised in clinical practice. The
epidural infusion of diamorphine, clonidine, standard analgesics are still variations on
and bupivacaine reduces the incidence of willowbark (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
phantom pain after amputation.'0 The possible drugs, NSAIDs) and poppy (opioids). Of the
benefits of "pre-emptive therapy" are not con- coanalgesic drugs, amitriptyline, an old antidefined to postsurgical pains. Early rehabilitation pressant, and carbamazepine, an old anticonprevents the development of chronic disability vulsant, are still market leaders.
following an episode of acute back pain." The
Opioids
use of sympathetic blocks within two months
of an attack of acute herpes zoster has been The long term use of opioids in patients with
claimed to reduce the incidence of opioid sensitive non-malignant pain remains
post-herpetic neuralgia. Because of the natural controversial.'02' The use of opioids should
history of back pain and post-herpetic only be considered if other medication has
neuralgia large multicentre trials are needed to failed and proper trials (for example,
intravenous tests) indicate an unequivocal
resolve these questions.
response to the opioid." Opioids may be
appropriate in a patient with intractable pain
Assessment
Before they reach a pain specialist most following spinal cord injury but inappropriate
patients with chronic pain have already been in a patient with atypical facial pain or a history
extensively and expensively investigated so it is of drug abuse. Side effects and dependence will
often desirable to stop further fruitless searches occur in most patients and tolerance may
develop. Psychological dependence is claimed
for a "cause" of the pain.
Quantifying the subjective experience of to be unusual in patients with ongoing opioid
pain is difficult but distress and functional dis- sensitive pain.'0
Incident pain due to bone secondaries and
ability can be measured more easily." Various
devices have been used to measure or assess neuropathic pain often responds poorly or not
pain and there has recently been interest in the at all to opioids. Nerve damage may result in a
loss of opioid receptors and produce
use of dynamometric techniques such as isokinetic measurements of spinal movements, but neurochemicals which interfere with opioid
the validity of this approach requires rigorous receptors. McQuay et al described a technique
evaluation.'3 There is uncertainty about the for assessing opioid sensitivity of chronic pain
validity of many of the other methods of of different aetiologies using patient controlled
assessment and further research is needed in analgesia.'3 Nociceptive pain responded better
the whole field. Main et al have argued for sim- but some patients with neuropathic pain still
pler and more focused types of psychological experienced benefit. Rowbothom et al showed
tests when assessing pain and disability.'4 It is that some patients with post-herpetic neuralgia
important to distinguish between disability and will obtain relief when given opioids.'4
Another controversy relates to morphine
impairment. As many as one third of chronic
pain patients will have no objective findings of metabolites. In some patients the metabolism
somatic disease."' There is evidence that com- of morphine produces an unusually high
pensation issues may interfere with evaluation proportion of morphine 3-glucuronide comand treatment of chronic pain patients, who pared to morphine 6-glucuronide. The
often remain disabled after the litigation is 6-glucuronide is a potent analgesic but the
concluded."'
3-glucuronide is inactive or even antagonistic,
Intravenous tests can be used to aid diagno- so that opioid unresponsiveness may result.
sis and selection of treatment.'7'8 Lignocaine This has been called paradoxical pain. Methablocks sodium channels and so could suppress done is not metabolised in the same way and
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Use a biopsychosocial model rather than a traditional disease
model.
Individualise management.
Patient participation in decision making and management is
essential.
Multimodal therapy is necessary in most cases.
Use concurrent rather than sequential application of
multimodal therapy.
Disability and psychological dysfunction may need special
attention.
Choose therapy which has been subjected to critical appraisal.

ectopic impulses in damaged nerves.
Phentolamine is an a adrenergic receptor
blocker so could, in theory, be effective in sympathetically maintained pain. Fentanyl, a
i-opioid receptor agonist, can reveal whether
the pain is opioid sensitive when long term
opioid treatment is being considered.
Diagnostic nerve blocks have been used but
caution is advised in interpreting the results
because of the high incidence of false positive
and false negative responses. The placebo
response may account for many false positives.
Local anaesthetic blocks may also be poor
prognostic indicators of the response to
surgical or chemical neuroablation.'9
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response for analgesia and side effects which
was unrelated to mood elevation.'8 Amitriptyline, desipramine, and maprotiline have been
subjected to controlled trials in postherpetic
neuralgia and painful diabetic neuropathy. Leijon and Boivie found that amitriptyline was
superior to placebo and carbamazepine in central poststroke pain.'9 Dothiepin has been used
in atypical facial pain.
The anticonvulsants are useful for trigeminal
neuralgia, diabetic neuropathy, and other conditions in which neural damage manifests as
epileptiform bursts of spontaneous lightning or
shooting pain. Carbamazepine and phenytoin
block sodium channels and so depress
excitatory transmission. Oxcarbazepine has
been used for trigeminal neuralgia.'
Clonazepam, alprazolam, and clobazam are
claimed to be helpful in certain neuropathic
pains but there is little convincing evidence of
major inherent analgesic activity for the benzodiazepines. Intrathecal midazolam may act on
GABA (y amino butyric acid) receptors and
has been used for cancer pain.
Rowbotham et al showed that intravenous
lignocaine was effective in post-herpetic
neuralgia.4' In a randomised controlled trial in
neuropathic cancer pain, Bruera et al were
unable to demonstrate any analgesic effect of
this technique.42 Uncertainty remains over the
value of intravenous local anaesthetics in
central pain syndromes. Antiarrhythmia drugs
such as mexiletine and flecainide are used for
neuropathic pain.4'
Phenoxybenzamine, phentolamine, and prazosin, as well as corticosteroids and many other
drugs, have been recommended for sympathetically maintained pain.' Guanethidine and
bretylium are used in an intravenous regional
technique. Adrenergic agonists such as
clonidine and medetomidine have been used in
a range of different pain conditions.
Intravenous calcitonin has been used for
phantom limb pain. Naloxone has been
claimed to be effective in central pain
syndromes but this claim is debated. Calcium
channel blockers such as nifedipine and
diltiazem have been suggested for peripheral
neuropathic pain. The bisphosphonate clodronate produced a beneficial effect in a
randomised trial in patients with painful
skeletal metastases resulting from breast

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
Rheumatologists are familiar with the NSAIDs
but pain clinics find little application for these
drugs. NSAIDs may be useful in chronic
musculoskeletal pains but the increased risk of
peptic ulcer is well known. Langman et al concluded that ibuprofen and diclofenac produced
the lowest risk of gastric bleeding.'4 In a
preliminary study Vanos et al report on cancer.45
Baclofen, a GABA agonist agent, is also used
intravenous regional blocks using ketorolac for
for neuropathic lancinating pain and by
reflex sympathetic dystrophy."5
continuous intrathecal infusion in the management of painful spastic paresis in patients with
Coanalgesic or adjuvant medication
Many other drugs have been claimed to be spinal cord injury or multiple sclerosis."
Ketamine is an NMDA (N-methyl-Deffective in chronic pain but critical appraisal
of the evidence is not convincing. Portenoy has aspartate) receptor antagonist which has been
reviewed adjuvant/coanalgesic medication for used in the treatment of neuropathic pain.47
Stannard and Porter reported successful use of
chronic pain."6
Tricyclic antidepressants are effective for ketamine in three patients suffering from
neuropathic pain, central pain, atypical facial phantom limb pain.48
Watson has reviewed the use of topical
pain, tension headache, and some musculoskeletal pains.'7 The drugs act by enhancement capsaicin in a variety of conditions and he conof noradrenergic and serotonergic mecha- cludes that it is generally not satisfactory as
nisms. The analgesic effect is separate from the sole treatment although in some cases it may
antidepressant effect and occurs with much serve as an adjuvant analgesic.49 Capsaicin
lower doses. McQuay et al showed a dose selectively depletes substance P from terminal
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may be the drug of choice for these patients.25
The actual existence of this phenomenon is
disputed by others.26 Paradoxical hyperalgesia
has been reported in a patient on very high epidural morphine dose.27
New routes of administration are being
tried. Transdermal fentanyl offers an option for
cancer pain. Butorphanol is marketed in the
USA in a nasal spray for the relief of migraine.
New sustained release preparations of
morphine and dihydrocodeine have been
developed.28 The morphine preparation
contains polymer coated sustained release pellets. Tramadol is a new p-opioid agonist with
additional action on monoamine reuptake and
results of thorough trials are awaited.
Some centres still promote the use of spinal
opioids for chronic non-malignant pain but
there is major uncertainty about the appropriateness of the technique. Yaksh has reviewed
the pharmacology.29 Abram states that chronic
non-malignant pain is more difficult to control
with spinal opioids than cancer pain.30 The
suggested indications in cancer pain are
tolerance, unreliable absorption by normal
routes, unacceptable side effects, and the need
for drug combinations such as opioid and local
anaesthetic to control neuropathic pain or
pathological fracture.27 3'
Ambulatory infusion devices have allowed
cancer patients greater mobility. Other
medication such as an antiemetic can be
included. The infusion may be subcutaneous,
intravenous, spinal, or intraventricular."2
The potential neuropsychiatric toxicity of
the opioids and other medication in cancer
patients has become better appreciated.
Psychostimulants such as methylphenidate
have been used as adjuvant analgesics. The
drugs may potentiate opioid analgesics,
counteract opioid induced sedation or
cognitive impairment, and thus allow dose
escalation in difficult pain problems.33

Management strategies for chronic pain
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afferents. The burning sensation produced by nisolone states in bold type in two places that
the capsaicin has frustrated efforts to conduct the preparation must not be given by the
intrathecal route and there is little dispute
double blind trials.
about this. The data sheet also states that the
Neural blockade in management of
preparation is not recommended for the
chronic pain
epidural route. The controversy was precipiAnaesthetists originally became involved in tated by Nelson in 1988, who claimed that the
pain management because they performed polyethylene glycol in the carrier vehicle could
nerve blocks but now it is thought that the penetrate to the subarachnoid space through
rationale for attacks on the peripheral "wiring" the arachnoid vili.54 In support he quoted a
ignores the complex multidimensional patho- single case report which described localised
physiology of chronic pain. The substances dural fibrosis in a patient with lumbar disc disthat have been injected include local ease who had received epidural steroids. Cause
anaesthetics, steroids, glycerine, and neurolytic and effect are not established by this case and
solutions such as phenol or alcohol. Physical there is little supporting evidence. Cicala et al
methods use cryolesions or radiofrequency did not detect any significant difference from
thermocoagulation. Glycerol suppresses ex- controls in the tissue reaction when a single
perimental neuroma activity, as does topical dose of depot methylprednisolone was injected
corticosteroid.50 Intracutaneous or subcutane- into the epidural space of a rabbit." Abram et
ous injections of sterile water have been al failed to show any histological evidence of
claimed to give good results for whiplash and neurotoxicity following four repeated injecmusculoskeletal trigger point pain syndromes tions of intrathecal triamcinolone at five day
but convincing evidence is lacking. Sclerosant intervals in rats.56 It is, however, acknowledged
solutions are claimed to destroy nerves and that intrathecal depot methylprednisolone
stimulate the formation of scar tissue. injection is potentially harmful and Nelson
Sclerosant injections are beloved by some claims that epidural injection is dangerous
rheumatologists but not used by any other because of the risk of inadvertent dural
puncture and subsequent subarachnoid
group.
The management of chronic pain might injection of the steroid. Some rheumatologists
benefit from an ultra long acting local do not realise that the dural sac may extend to
anaesthetic. Current research efforts are aimed S4 and be easily penetrated by a needle
at modifying existing drugs to yield new release inserted through the sacral hiatus. An authorimechanisms. Release may be delayed by tative report57 from the National Health and
storing the local anaesthetic in a lipid solution. Medical Research Council of Australia
Sustained or prolonged release may come from addressed the question of epidural steroids in
pellets containing local anaesthetic and biode- great detail and concluded that there was no
gradable polymers, lipid encapsulated local evidence to support the contention that this
anaesthetic, or microencapsulated local anaes- route of administration was dangerous.
Facet joint injections and facet joint
thetic in crystalline form. Korsten et al
reported on the use of a series of injections of denervation continue in the repertoire of many
n-butyl-p-aminobenzoate (a congener of pain practitioners, although the justification for
benzocaine) in 12 patients with intractable these techniques is sometimes based on fairly
cancer pain." Once established the sensory woolly anatomical thinking.58 Local anaesthetic
block lasted until death in 10 patients-up to blocks of the medial branch of the dorsal rami
133 days-and was not associated with motor are claimed to be specific for the diagnosis of
block. The mode of action is not clear but fur- cervical zygapophyseal joint pain.59 Other
ther investigation would seem warranted. In a authors have failed to show any convincing link
randomised controlled trial in patients with between diagnostic lumbar facet joint blocks
cancer pain, King et al showed prolongation of and the outcome of either surgical fusion or
the anaesthetic effect of epidural bupivacaine non-operative treatment.'
Paravertebral nerve root blocks are used in
up to a mean value of about 12 hours when
mixed with 50% glycerin. When given alone cases with uniradicular pain. Many practitionglycerin 50% did not produce any analgesic ers do not realise that there will be significant
effect.52
epidural spread in about 70% of cases
There are hundreds of published reports of following paravertebral injection so no concluthe use of epidural injections for low back pain sions should be made about the diagnosis on
but few randomised controlled trials, so we do the basis of the response to an injection.6'
not possess conclusive scientific evidence
Chemical lumbar sympathectomy is an
about the efficacy or the indications. The effective treatment for rest pain and skin
prevailing impression is that epidural steroids ulceration due to occlusive vascular disease in
are beneficial for painful radiculopathy where the leg but of much less benefit for
there may be both a mechanical and an inflam- claudication. It is difficult to predict outcome
matory component._5 The factors said to be before the block. Endoscopic transthoracic
associated with failure of lumbar steroids sympathectomy of the upper limb is a safe and
include: being unemployed because of pain, effective alternative to open cervical symduration of symptoms over six months, pathectomy in the management of hyperhidroprimary diagnosis that is not radiculopathy, sis as well as vasospastic conditions and
and smoking.
sympathetically maintained pain.62
There is debate over the safety of epidural
Coeliac plexus block is widely used for pain
steroids. The data sheet for depot methylpred- due to pancreatic cancer but pain from chronic
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Stimulaton produced analgesia
Acupuncture and TENS (transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation) are widely used for
chronic pain but the clinical response is
variable and unpredictable. Some patients do
gain significant benefit without serious adverse
effects.74 Headaches, musculoskeletal disorders, and some neuropathic pains may respond
well to these techniques. Transcutaneous electrical spinal stimulation is a new technique
which awaits proper evaluation.
In a randomised controlled trial Vincent
compared true and sham acupuncture in
migraine and showed benefits for true
acupuncture.75 Deluze et al reported a three
weeks double blind randomised trial of
electroacupuncture in fibromyalgia.76 The
results showed a significant improvement in
the active treatment group.
Deafferentation pain may respond to
neurostimulation. Pain following peripheral
nerve injury may respond to peripheral nerve
stimulation in about 51% of cases.77 Peripheral
nerve repair is helpful for others.78 It is now
obvious that pain following peripheral nerve
injury does not respond regularly or reliably to
sympathetic blockade.
In some centres there is currently great
enthusiasm for spinal cord stimulation which
has been claimed to help arachnoiditis,

postlaminectomy syndrome, peripheral vascular disease, peripheral nerve injury, postamputation pain, painful peripheral neuropathy, spinal cord injury, and intractable angina. The
exact mode of action of spinal cord stimulation
remains a mystery. The benefit in peripheral
vascular disease and intractable angina may
relate to physiological changes quite separate
from pain mechanisms.79 Gybels concludes
that spinal cord stimulation is not a simple
intervention but a time consuming and rather
expensive technique.77 Deep brain stimulation
is generally applied through an electrode
implanted in the periventricular grey matter of
the posterior end of the third ventricle or in the
sensory thalamus, but why electrical stimulation of the brain suppresses chronic pain is not
well understood.

Neurosurgery
The realisation that cutting the nervous system
anywhere is rarely the answer to chronic pain
has led to a reduction in the use of neuroablative surgery.80 Modern techniques such as dorsal root entry zone lesioning are indicated in
conditions such as brachial plexus avulsion.
Stuart and Crammond reported on 273
patients who underwent percutaneous cervical
cordotomy for pain of malignant origin.8" They
concluded that this remains a valuable
technique, particularly for patients with lung
cancer and mesothelioma. Gybels agrees that
the operation is useful for unilateral pain in the
extremities and trunk but observes that percutaneou.s anterolateral cordotomy is not an easy
procedure and requires continuing practice in
order to maintain consistently good results.77
Selective posterior rhizotomy may be
considered for Pancoast' s syndrome. Spinal
surgery should always be considered in the
treatment of metastatic back pain, and pain
resulting from bony metastases should be
managed with operative immobilisation where
instability exists." 8

Physical therapy
The Clinical Standard Advisory Group
Committee on Back Pain (in the United Kingdom) has published an epidemiology review
and management guidelines for low back pain
which highlight the need for active rehabilitation within the first six weeks of onset in
order to prevent long term pain and dis-

ability.' 85

Koes et al,86 in a randomised trial for patients
with persistent back and neck pain, reported
that manipulative therapy and physiotherapy
were superior to general practitioner or
placebo treatment at one year follow up, but
another study found manipulation only useful
for acute episodes of back pain and of very little benefit in chronic back pain.87
Frost et al have conducted a randomised
controlled trial to evaluate a fitness programme
for patients with chronic low back pain and
they showed that moderately disabled patients
with chronic low back pain who attend a backschool and fitness programme benefit more in
the short and long term than patients who
attend a backschool and exercise independ-
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pancreatitis does not respond as well to coeliac
plexus block.63 The use of computerised
tomography scanning has been claimed to
improve the safety and effectiveness of the
block.'M Kirvela et al describe the advantages of
using ultrasonic guidance for lumbar
sympathetic and coeliac plexus block.65 Davies
reviewed 2730 neurolytic coeliac plexus
blocks and concluded that major complications (paraplegia with or without loss of
sphincter function) happened once per 683
blocks.66
Bilateral chemical sympathectomy has been
claimed to be an effective treatment for rectal
tenesmoid pain due to pelvic carcinoma.67
Superior hypogastric plexus block for pelvic
cancer pain targets the sympathetic plexus
which lies anterior to the sacral promontory.68
Block of the ganglion impar has been used for
perineal pain in cancer.
Intravenous regional sympathetic block
(Bier's block) has enjoyed great popularity for
many years. The effects of bretylium and
guanethidine on peripheral sympathetic
mechanisms were recorded as long ago as
1963.69 There is a lack of evidence from methodologically sound randomised controlled
trials to support the contention that
intravenous guanethidine is of great value in so
called reflex sympathetic dystrophy.7071
Interpleural bupivacaine has been used for
post-thoracotomy cancer pain and chronic
pancreatitis.7' Pleural injection of phenol has
been suggested for pain associated with
oesophageal cancer. Kirvela and Antila carried
out a retrospective review of 281 thoracic paravertebral blocks performed for chronic postoperative pain and suggest that it is a reliable and
safe technique for unilateral pain.73

Management strategies for chronic pain

Management strategies for specific
problems
Postamputation pain syndromes including
phantom pain and stump pain are very
common but there is no reliable treatment.95
This is a classic example of a chronic pain syndrome where attacks on the periphery are often
fruitless, suggesting that the pathophysiological
disturbance has migrated centrally although
the initial injury was clearly peripheral.
Chronic pelvic pain is a very common complaint and these patients may even be referred
to rheumatologists. The treatment of chronic
pelvic pain without obvious pathology remains
unsatisfactory but psychological techniques
have benefited some.96
There are currently some "fashionable
Psychological techniques
Many patients with chronic pain have been in conditions" which worry rheumatologists and
the traditional medical system for a long time. pain clinicians. Patients with the chronic
The expectation of doctor and patient is that fatigue syndrome often complain of widethe history, examination, and investigation will spread muscle pain. Management is difficult
lead to a diagnosis which will result in a specific and a substantial proportion of patients may
treatment and cure. The traditional disease remain functionally impaired.97 The very existmodel works for acute pain but not for chronic ence of repetitive strain injury is challenged.98
pain, and relief is not forthcoming. The patient Several workers dispute the existence of fibroexperiences increasing helplessness, hopeless- myalgia as a distinct disease entity and suggest
ness and dependence, depression, social that the tender points which are a crucial part
withdrawal, and family breakdown which may of the diagnosis of fibromyalgia are a measure
all be superimposed on any pre-existing of general distress and, although related to
pain, are associated separately with fatigue and
psychological problems.
Cognitive behavioural approaches aim to depression.9' 0'
Recent reviews have highlighted the
achieve the best possible level of physical and
emotional function within the confines of the complexity of chronic low back pain.'0110' The
condition. It is important to recognise that not new IASP classification5 emphasises the
all pain behaviour is inappropriate or important distinction between spinal pain
"pathological". The patients who will benefit (with or without referred pain) and radicular
from psychological approaches are those in pain. The term "sciatica" is an anachronism
whom the behaviours are exaggerated or and should not be used. Multimodal
clearly inappropriate.9' Pain reduction is not an management which is focused upon rehabilitaaim but may follow the improvement in tion is often the most appropriate strategy. Surfunction. Treatment involves behaviour gery, especially repeat surgery, should only be
rehabilitation, used for definite indications. Remember the
physical
modification,
medication reduction, education, cognitive maxim "Never operate on pain, only operate
therapy, group discussion, relaxation tech- on pathology".
Osteoporosis is a frequent cause of pain and
niques, family therapy, and individual
psychological support. It is important to disability, especially in older women. The
decrease catastrophising and to increase bisphosphonates may aid in the prevention and
perceived patient control over pain. Participa- treatment of osteoporosis, although the effect
on fracture rate is uncertain.'0' The
tion of the spouse or family is vital.
Outcome studies which analyse pain, management of the incident pain which results
function, psychology, and economics suggest from fractures of an osteoporotic spine is still a
that these programmes are effective.92 Williams major problem and is often unsatisfactory in
et al showed increased activity, decreased older patients who may be intolerant of powermedication, and decreased reported pain ful medication and corsets while being incapaexperience.93 Patients are more likely to return ble of regaining muscle strength.
The term "whiplash" has been replaced by
to work and to normal day to day activity.
Quality of life improves. Peters et al have shown acceleration deceleration injury of the neck or
the significant cost benefits of a pain cervical sprain injury."4 Pain will persist for
management programme in returning patients over six months in about 25% of cases and it is
to useful employment.9' There is a need to likely that by this time psychological,
improve pretreatment assessment so as to behavioural, and economic factors may
match patients to the appropriate treatment complicate the original injury. No singie treatpackage. There are other questions. What is ment can be recommended.
the optimal time point for intervention? What
There are 20 000 patients in the United
bits of the programme are important? How do Kingdom with spinal cord injury, and it has
we manage patients resistant to treatment? been estimated that 50% suffer from persistent
How do we ensure adherence to the pain which in many cases is difficult to manage.
programme? As the programme increases in Pain is more common after incomplete injuries
complexity then compliance falls off dramati- to the cord and is typically neuropathic but it
may also be due to associated musculoskeletal
cally!
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ently at home.88 There were significant
differences between the groups in measures of
disability, self efficacy, and walking distance, as
well as in the sensory and affective components
of pain. This trial shows the need to assess a
wide range of measures and not just pain
alone.89 In another study 87% of 116 patients
who participated in a functional restoration
programme were working at two year follow up
compared with only 41% of the 72 patients in
the untreated control group." Rehabilitation
programmes can be vital even for cases with
irreversible damage such as avulsion lesions of
the brachial plexus.'
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Table 2

Complex regional pam syndrome - tpe I

1 Initiating noxious event or cause of immobilisation.
2 Continuing pain, allodynia, or hyperalgesia - pain is
disproportionate to inciting event.
3 At some time - oedema, changes in skin blood flow,

abnormal sudomotor activity.
4 No other condition to account for the degree of pain and
dysfunction.
Criteria 2 - 4 must be satisfied.

Table 3

Complex regional pain syndrome - te II

Diagnostc criteria
1 Continuing pain, allodynia, or hyperalgesia after a nerve

injury.
2 At some time - oedema, changes in skin blood flow,
abnormal sudomotor activity.
3 No other condition to account for the degree of pain and

dysfunction.
All three criteria must be satisfied.

problems such as vertebral
general a multidisciplinary
oriented approach, including
techniques, is most likely to

instability. In
rehabilitation
psychological
benefit these

patients.0
The use of the term "reflex sympathetic dystrophy" (RSD) was regarded as very
unsatisfactory since many of the cases to which
it was applied either did not show any signs of
sympathetic disturbance and dystrophy or even
if they did, they failed to respond to
sympathetic block. A new term "complex
regional pain syndrome" (CRPS) type I should
replace RSD5(table 2). Causalgia is CRPS type
II (table 3). Sympathetically maintained pain
(pain relieved by a specific sympathetic block)
may be found in association with either of these
syndromes. Irrespective of the name,
management remains difficult in many cases.
Physical therapy may be the most important
treatment. Other treatments include somatic
nerve blocks, plexus or epidural infusions,
sympathetic nerve blocks, intravenous regional
blocks, surgical sympathectomy, TENS and
spinal cord stimulation, and a vast array of
drugs including corticosteroids, tricycics, pra-

zocin, phenoxybenzamine, nifedipine, labetalol, propranolol, clonidine, and topical
capsaicin.4 Intra-articular injections of steroids and local anaesthetic have been used by
some practitioners when joints have become
grossly restricted.
Conclusion
Current management strategies produce satisfactory relief for many patients, but chronic
pain will remain intractable in a significant
proportion. Even these intractable cases can be
offered help following the recognition of the
multidimensional nature of chronic pain and of
the need to provide specific services to manage
these patients. The biopsychosocial model is of
more relevance than the traditional medical
model, and rehabilitation, rather than cure,
may be a more realistic goal for many patients.
In the future we may see more specific
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